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Abstract
In this paper, we study a new task that allows users to edit an input image using text
instructions. In this image generation task, the inputs are a reference image and
an instruction in natural language that describes desired modifications to the input
image. We propose a GAN-based method to tackle this problem. The key idea is to
treat text as neural operators to locally modify the image feature. To this end, our
model decomposes the generation process into finding where (spatial region) and
how (text operators) to apply the modification. We show that the proposed model
performs favorably against recent baselines on three public datasets.
1 Introduction
Image synthesis from text has been a highly active research area. This task is typically set up as
a conditional image generation problem where a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [10] is
learned to generate realistic images according to the text description in the format of either natural
languages [51, 49, 57, 29] or scene graphs [20, 50]. Recent works [30, 37, 27] start incorporating
other modalities such as images or attributes as additional conditional input signal.
An interesting problem that requires more attention in this direction is how to manipulate image
content through text instruction, which we call Image Manipulation by Text Instruction. In this
setting, a user is able to apply various changes to a reference image to add, remove, or modify its
content by sending text instructions. For example, Figure 1 shows the generated images by our model
for three typical instructions: 1) adding a new object at a location, 2) removing an existing object,
and 3) changing the object’s attributes (size, shape, color, etc).
Image manipulation by text instruction is inspired by cross-modal image retrieval, a fundamental
problem in information retrieval for its crucial role in a variety of industrial applications such as
product search [23, 54, 11]. In this retrieval setting [47], users search an image database using an
input query that is formed of an image plus some text that describes desired modifications to the
input image. Cross-modal retrieval is essentially the same as our problem except it aims at retrieving
as opposed to generating the target image. Interestingly, as we will show, the generated image can
be used to retrieve target images with competitive accuracy, providing a more explainable search
experience that allows users to inspect the result before the retrieval.
The closet problem to ours on conditional image generation is text-guided image manipulation
[37, 27]. In this setting, a reference image is used to augment the text description such that the
generated image contains all attributes described in the text as well as visually resembles the reference
image. The problem studied in this paper differs from previous setting in two ways. First, the text
in the prior setting is descriptive, summarizing attributes of the target image. In contrast, this paper
focuses on the text instruction, depicting a complex operation through natural language that involves
not only the adjectives (attributes), but also the verbs (actions) and adverbs (locations). Second, the
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Figure 1: Image manipulation by text instruction. Each input contains a reference image and a
text instruction. The results are synthesized images by our model.
image in the prior setting [37, 27] often contains a single salient object so the modification tends to
be universal to the object as a whole. In comparison, our modification is local as it mostly requires
changes to only one of the many objects in the reference image.
The main research question studied in this paper is how to model the complex text instructions for
effective conditional image manipulation. To this end, we propose a novel approach called Text-
Instructed Manipulation GAN or TIM-GAN. The key idea is to treat language as neural operators to
locally modify the image feature in a way such that the modified feature is useful in synthesizing the
target image by the GAN model. To learn generic operators, two aspects in the generation process
is decomposed, i.e., spatial region (where to edit) and specific computation (how to edit). For the
former “where to edit”, our model learns an attention mechanism transforming spatial-indicative
words to a spatial region in the image. For the second question, we introduce a novel text-adaptive
routing network to generate text operators dynamically from the input instructions.
Experimental results on three datasets (Clevr [47], Abstract scene [58], and Cityscapes [6]) demon-
strate that the image manipulation by the proposed approach is not only realistic, but also corresponds
to the editing context described in the instruction. The contribution of this paper is two-fold. (1) We
propose a new idea of modeling complex text as neural operator for conditional image generation. (2)
We demonstrate that the proposed TIM-GAN significantly outperforms recent Conditional-GANs on
three datasets with respect to various evaluation metrics.
2 Related Work
Conditional generative adversarial networks. Generative adversarial networks GANs [10, 35, 2, 3]
have made rapid progress on image generation in recent years. Built on the basis of GANs, the
conditional GAN aims to synthesize the image according to the input context. The input context can
be images [18, 55, 24, 16, 36], audio sequences [25], human poses [33], or semantic segmentation
masks [48, 40, 28]. Particularly, text-to-image synthesis [51, 20, 49, 57, 29, 50, 26] learns a mapping
from textual descriptions to images. Recently, GeNeVA [8] extended the mapping for iterative image
generation in which a new object is added one-by-one following textual descriptions. Different from
text-to-image synthesis, the proposed problem is multimodal, aiming at learning to manipulate image
content through text instructions.
Conditional image manipulation. The goal is to manipulate image without degrading the quality of
the edited images. To enable user-guided manipulation, a variety of frameworks [52, 53, 14, 31, 17,
42, 4, 37, 27] have been proposed to use different control signals. For instance, Zhang et al. [53] use
sparse dots to guide the image colorization process. There are additional works on image manipulation
by bounding boxes subsequently refined as semantic masks [13] or by code [34]. Numerous image
stylization [14, 31] and blending [17] approaches augment the images by referencing an exemplar
image. Closest to ours are the TA-GAN [37] and ManiGAN [27] schemes that take the image caption
as input to describe attributes for conditional image manipulation. In this work, we propose to
manipulate the images according to complex text instructions. Different from the image caption used
by the TA-GAN and ManiGAN methods, the instruction we take as input specifies 1) the region of
the image to be edited (where) and 2) the type of editing to be conducted (how).
Feature Composition. The key idea of this work is to model text as operator. This can be seen
as a feature composition function to combine the image and text features for image generation.
Feature composition has been studied more extensively in other problems such as visual question
answering [22, 39, 5, 32], visual reasoning [21, 44], image-to-image translation [56, 24], etc. In
this work, we design a routing mechanism for image generation such that the intermediate neural
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Figure 2: Method overview. Given an input image x and a text instruction t, the proposed TIM-
GAN first predicts a spatial attention mask M (where to edit, Section 3.1) and a text operator fhow
(how to edit, Section 3.2). The image feature φx is then modified by the text operator fhow on the
predicted mask M . Finally, the edited image yˆ is synthesized from the manipulated image feature φyˆ .
blocks can be effectively shared among similar text operators. Our method is related to feature-
wise modulation, a technique to modulate the features of one source by referencing those from the
other. Examples of recent contributions are: text image residual gating (TIRG) [47], feature-wise
linear modulation (FiLM) [41], and feature-wise gating [9]. Among numerous existing works on
feature composition, this paper compares the closely related methods including a state-of-the-art
feature composition method for image retrieval [47] and three strong methods for conditional image
generation [57, 37, 8], in additional to the standard routing mechanism [43] in the ablation study.
3 Methodology
Our goal is to manipulate a given reference image according to the modification specified in the
input text instruction. We accomplish this task by modeling instructions as neural operators to locally
modify the image feature. To learn generic operators, we decompose the generation process into
learning where and how to apply the modification.
An overview of the proposed TIM-GAN method is illustrated in Figure 2. Given the input image
x and text instruction t, we first extract the image feature φx as well as the text features φwheret
and φhowt . The text features φ
where
t and φ
how
t encodes the where and how information about the
modification, respectively. To indicate the region on the image x to be edited, we predict a spatial
attention mask M from the feature φwheret . Thereafter, we design a new network routing mechanism
for building an operator fhow, from the feature φhowt , to modulate the feature editing. Finally, the
resulting image yˆ is generated from the manipulated image feature φyˆ using the image decoder G.
By disentangling how from where to modify, our model learns more generic text operators that can
be applied at various locations. Specifically, a spatial mask M is learned, from the embedding of
location-indicative words φwheret , to highlight the spatial region, according to which the image feature
φx is modified by:
φyˆ = (1−M) φx +M  fhow(φx, φhowt ; Θhow(t)), (1)
where  is element wise dot product. The first term is a gated identity establishing the input image
feature as a reference to the output modified feature.
The second term fhow is an operator function indicating the specific computation flow over the image
feature (i.e., how to modify). We introduce a new text-adaptive router to execute a sequence of neural
blocks dynamically for each text instruction. A route is parameterized by Θhow(t) that is generated
from φhowt ; the remainder parameters are shared across all text instructions. In the rest of this section,
we will detail the computation of M and fhow.
3.1 Where to Edit: Spatial Mask
We use the scaled dot-product self-attention [46] to summarize the location-indicative words in an
instruction. Let S = [w1, · · · , wl] ∈ Rl×d0 denote the instruction where wi ∈ Rd0 is the pretrained
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Figure 3: Where and how to edit. (a) The calculation of spatial mask M from text feature φwheret
and image feature φx. (b) The proposed text-adaptive routing mechanism executes various paths as
text operators. The operator is parameterized by (α, β, γ) generated from text feature φhowt .
BERT embedding [7] for the i-th word. The query, key and value in the attention are computed by:
Q = SWQ, K = SWK , V = SWV (2)
where WQ,WK ,WV ∈ Rd0×d are weight matrices to learn, and d is the output dimension. After
reducing matrix Q to a column vector qˆ by average pooling along its first dimension, we obtain the
attended text embedding by:
φwheret = V
T softmax(
Kqˆ√
d
), (3)
in which the softmax function is supposed to assign higher attention weights for locational words.
Likewise, we obtain the text feature φhowt for salient operational words in the instruction (e.g., “add”,
“red”, “cylinder”), computed by a separate self-attention head similar to that of φwheret .
After that, we pass the image feature φx to a convolution block (e.g., a ResBlock [12]) to get the
output v ∈ RC . The spatial mask is then computed from φwheret using image features as the context:
M = fwhere(φx, φ
where
t ) = δ(Wm ∗ (fMLP(φwheret ) v)) ∈ [0, 1]H×W×1, (4)
where σ is the sigmoid function, ∗ represents 2d-convolution product with kernel Wm (see Figure 3a).
We use two layers of MLP with the ReLU activation. The spatial attention can be derived from M
by performing `1 normalization over the spatial dimensions. In this paper, we choose to use the
unnormalized mask for improved generalization performance.
3.2 How to Edit: Text-Adaptive Routing
Instructions are not independent. Similar instructions perform similar operations, e.g., “add a large
cylinder” and “add a red cylinder”. Motivated by this idea, we model text operators in a routing
network [43] where the text feature is used to dynamically select a sequence of neural blocks (or a
path). Our routing network is illustrated in Figure 3b which has l layers of m blocks of identical
structures. Each block consists of a conv layer followed by an instance normalization layer [45]. The
routing parameter αi decides to connect or disconnect a block in a layer. An execution path is hence
parameterized by a series of α for all layers.
Different from prior routing mechanisms [43, 1, 38], ours is text-adaptive which selects not only a
path but also the associated parameters along the path. To be specific, in addition to α, text features
also generate β and γ to perform text-specific normalization in the selected block. This design
increases the learning capacity of text operators, while still allowing blocks to be shared among
similar instructions. Our idea is partially inspired by the success of style transfer methods [15].
Ideally, the path selector α can only take discrete values. However, this approach is not differentiable
and continuous approximation needs to be applied. To do so, we adopt the Gumbel-Max trick [19]
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to sample a block from a categorical distribution. Let pi ∈ Rm>0 be the categorical variable with
probabilities P (α = i) ∝ pii which indicates the probability for selecting block i. We have:
arg max
i
[P (α = i)] = arg max
i
[gi + log pii] = arg max
i
[pˆii], (5)
where gi = − log(− log(ui)) is a re-parameterization term, and ui ∼ Uniform(0, 1). To make
it differentiable, the argmax operation is approximated by a continuous softmax operation: α =
softmax(pˆi/τ), where τ is the temperature controlling the degree of the approximation. Lower
temperature better approximates the max operation but introduces higher variance of the gradients.
Based on the relaxation, a text operator can be parameterized by Θhow(t) defined in Eq. (1) as:
Θhow(t) = fMLP(φ
where
t ) = {(αi, βi, γi)|αi ∈ [0, 1]m, γi, βi ∈ Rm, i ∈ {1, · · · , l}}, (6)
where the text feature φwheret generates real vectors αi, βi, γi for text-adaptive routing in all layers.
Finally, as shown in Figure 3, the image feature is modified by:
a(i+1) =
m∑
j=1
αij(γij
oij − µ(oij)
δ(oij)
+ βij), (7)
where oij is the output of the j-th conv block in layer i. δ and µ compute channel-wise mean and
variance across spatial dimensions, and are applied at test time unchanged. The operator in Eq. (7)
takes the input of a(1) = φx and outputs the modified image feature as a(l).
3.3 Final Losses
We use the following loss functions to train the proposed model:
Adversarial loss LGAN: We use the adversarial loss to ensure the realism of the manipulated images,
LGAN = Ey∼Pdata [logD(y)] + Eyˆ∼Pmodel [1− logD(yˆ)], (8)
where D denotes the discriminator.
Regression loss Lfeat1 , Limg1 : Given the ground-truth image y and its feature φy, we impose consis-
tency losses on the modified image feature φyˆ and the generated image yˆ, respectively. The `1 loss is
applied to ensure the consistency on both feature and image levels.
Attention lossLattn1 : During training, we use an `1 loss to penalize the distance between the predicted
mask M and ground-truth mask, where the ground-truth mask is derived by comparing the absolute
difference between the reference and ground-truth image.
The full training function is:
L = λGANLGAN + λfeat1 Lfeat1 + λimg1 Limg1 + λattn1 Lattn1 , (9)
where λ controls the importance of each term.
4 Experimental Results
We conduct extensive experiments to quantitatively and qualitatively compare the proposed method
with baseline approaches. The results validate that the generated images by our method are not only
realistic, but also correspond to the context from the text description. Additional qualitative results
are presented in the supplementary material. We will release the source code and dataset to facilitate
further research in this field.
4.1 Experimental Setups
Datasets. We use three public datasets: Clevr [47], Abstract scene [58] and Cityscapes [6]. All
datasets consist of images of multiple objects accompanied by complex text instructions. The first two
datasets are used to compare to recent works on cross-modal retrieval [47] and conditional GAN [8],
in which we use the same images and text queries provided in [47, 8]. Since there is no dataset of
real-scene level RGB images suitable for our task (i.e., provide the text instruction and ground-truth
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Table 1: Quantitative comparisons. We use the FID scores to measure the realism of the generated
images, and the retrieval score (RS) to estimate the correspondence to text instruction.
Method Clevr Abstract scene Cityscape
FID ↓ RS@1 ↑ RS@5 ↑ FID ↓ RS@1 ↑ RS@5 ↑ FID2↓ RS@1 ↑ RS@5 ↑
DM-GAN [57] 27.9 1.6±0.1 5.6±0.1 53.8 2.1±0.1 6.6±0.1 18.7 4.6±0.2 15.7±0.2
TIRG-GAN [47] 34.0 48.5±0.2 68.2±0.1 52.7 23.5±0.1 38.8±0.1 6.1 25.0±0.3 88.9±0.3
TA-GAN [37] 58.8 40.8±0.1 64.1±0.1 44.0 26.9±0.2 46.3±0.1 6.7 36.8±0.4 79.8±0.3
GeNeVA [8] 46.1 34.0±0.1 57.3±0.1 72.2 17.3±0.2 31.6±0.2 10.5 14.5±0.4 46.1±0.3
Ours 33.0 95.9±0.1 97.8±0.1 35.1 35.4±0.2 58.7±0.1 5.9 77.2±0.4 99.9±0.1
Real images 17.0 100 100 14.0 100 100 4.4 100 100
manipulation results), we extend our method to manipulate semantic segmentation in Cityscapes.
By doing so, we show the potential of our method for synthesizing RGB images from the modified
segmentation mask. We describe details about these datasets in the supplementary materials.
Baselines. We compare to the following baseline approaches in our experiments:
• DM-GAN: The DM-GAN [57] model is a recent text-to-image synthesis framework. To adapt
it to our task, we use our image encoder to extract the image feature and concatenate it with its
original text feature as its input signal.
• TIRG-GAN: TIRG [47] is a state-of-the-art method for cross-modal image retrieval task. It
takes the same input as ours but only produces the image feature for retrieval. We build a
baseline TIRG-GAN based on TIRG by using our image decoder G to synthesize the image
from the feature predicted by the TIRG model.
• TA-GAN: TA-GAN [37] is trained by learning the mapping between the caption and the image.
The manipulation is then conducted by changing the caption of the image. Since there is no
image caption in our task, we concatenate the pre-trained features of the input image and text
instruction as the input caption feature for the TA-GAN model.
• GeNeVA: GeNeVA [8] learns to generate the image step-by-step according to the text description.
To fit it to our task, we use it for single-step generation from the same inputs as ours.
Metrics. In all experiments, we use the Fréchet Inception Distance score (FID) to measure the realism
of the edited images, and the retrieval score (RS) to estimate the correctness of the manipulation.
For the retrieval score, we adopt the evaluation protocols similar to [47, 49]. Specifically, we use
the generated image as a query to retrieve the target images in the test set. We extract the image
features of all query and target images by an autoencoder pre-trained on each dataset and use simple
cosine similarity as our retrieval metric. The score RS@N indicates the recall of the ground-truth
image in the top-N retrieved images. The computations of FID and RS scores are detailed in the
supplementary materials.
4.2 Quantitative Results
Realism and Retrieval Score. The results are shown in Table 1. The proposed method performs
favorably against all baseline approaches cross datasets. Although DM-GAN appears to generate
more realistic images on the Clevr dataset, its retrieval scores are very poor (< 2%), indicating it
merely memorizes random images without properly editing the input image. On the other hand,
the TIRG-GAN, TA-GAN, and GeNeVA schemes also demonstrate inferior editing performance
(i.e., RS scores). In comparison, our approach not only maintains a decent realism score but also
yields significantly higher retrieval scores.
User preference study. We conduct two user studies to understand the visual quality and semantic
relevance of the generated content. Given a pair of images generated by two different methods,
users are asked to choose 1) which one is more realistic while ignoring the input image and text;
2) which one is more relevant to the text instruction by comparing the content of the generated and
the ground-truth image. In total, we collect 960 answers from 30 users. As shown in Figure 4, the
proposed TIM-GAN outperforms other methods by a large margin in both metrics.
Ablation study. We test various ablations of our model. Results are shown in Table 2. We verify
three of our key designs by leaving the module out from the full model. (1) In the first trial, the
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Figure 4: User preference studies. We present manipulated images on the Clevr and abstract scene
datasets and ask the users to select the one which (a) is more realistic and (b) is more semantically
relevant to the ground-truth image.
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Figure 5: Where and how to edit. (a) We visualize the predicted self-attention weights and spatial
attention masks. The self-attention weights are labeled above each word, and highlighted if the
weights are greater than 0.2. (b) We show the t-SNE visualization of the routing parameters α
predicted from different types of instructions on the Clevr dataset.
learned mask M is removed and replaced with an identity matrix. (2) In the second trial, the fhow
operator is substituted with a fixed network with the same number of layers and parameters that takes
the input of concatenated features of image and text. (3) In the last trial, we examine the standard
routing by treating the text-adaptive parameters β, γ as latent variables in our full model. The ablation
studies validate the necessity of the proposed attention mask and network routing schemes.
4.3 Qualitative Results
Qualitative results are shown in Figure 6. As shown, TA-GAN and TIRG-GAN tend to copy the
reference images. In most cases, DM-GAN only generates random objects following a similar
input layouts. GeNeVA can make local modifications to images, but often does not follow the text
instructions. By comparison, our model is able to generate images guided by the text instructions
with better quality.
Figure 5 visualizes our intermediate results for where and how to edit. The former is shown by the
text self-attention and spatial attention in Figure 5a. Figure 5b shows the t-SNE plot of the routing
parameters. As shown in Figure 5b, instructions of similar types are grouped together, suggesting
neural blocks are shared among similar text operators. It is interesting to find our method can
automatically uncover the subtle relationship between operators, e.g., “add” and “make size larger”
operators are closer indicating more neural blocks are shared between these similar operations.
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Input Image Instruction
Ours TA-GAN TIRG-GAN DM-GAN GeNeVA
Results
Make blue object 
cyan
Make middle-right 
cylinder small
Remove bottom-
right large red cube
large sun middle 
top cut off
Right side is 
medium pine tree 
right side is cut off 
up to the trunk top 
is cut off a little
She's wearing 
shades
Add a car to the 
right close to the 
camera
Remove the person 
in the middle
Push the car in the 
middle away
Figure 6: Selected generation results. We show the manipulation results by different approaches on
the Clevr (top), Abstract scene (middle) and Cityscapes (bottom) datasets.
Table 2: Ablation Studies. Performance on ablated versions of our model.
Methods fwhere fhow Clevr Abstract scene
text-adaptive non-adaptive FID ↓ R@1 ↑ R@5 ↑ FID ↓ R@1 ↑ R@5 ↑
Ours Full 3 3 7 33.0 95.9±0.1 97.8±0.1 35.1 35.4±0.2 58.7±0.1
no fwhere 7 3 7 34.8 81.7±0.1 89.6±0.1 48.7 28.7±0.1 44.4±0.1
no fhow 3 7 7 34.7 49.5±0.1 67.4±0.1 36.0 33.8±0.2 56.7±0.2
no text-adaptive 3 7 3 45.9 29.9±0.2 49.1±0.1 37.4 33.1±0.2 54.5±0.1
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we studied a multi-modal image generation task that allows users to edit an input image
using text instructions. We proposed a new approach treating text instructions as neural operators to
locally modify the image feature. To learn more genetic operators, our method decomposes where
and how to apply the modification, introducing a new text-adaptive network routing mechanism. We
evaluate our method on three datasets and show competitive results with respect to metrics on image
quality, semantic relevance, and retrieval performance.
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Broader Impact
Our research goal is to promote content creation guided by natural language instructions. As a general
rule of thumb, our approach, similar to other content generation techniques, should not be used
to manipulate or generate prohibited or deceiving contents. Future research on RGB images may
implicate ethical and fairness issues. The concerns can come from two aspects. On the language side,
our method uses the BERT model and probably inherits some undesirable gender or racial bias. On
the vision side, especially for images of identifiable bodies or faces, it is unsure whether our approach
would differentially impact groups of people of certain appearance (e.g., skin color), age (young
or aged), or with a physical disability. These concerns ought to be considered carefully before our
research is ready to be used in real-world applications.
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